Chemical Safety and Responsibility Stewards (CSARS): Jessica DeYoung, Dagen Hughes
Departmental Safety Committee: Ed Gillan, Betsy Stone, Shonda Monette, Rebecca Laird,
Brian Morrison
Environmental Health and Safety: Rick Byrum, Rachelle Justice, Haley Sinn
Public Safety: Bruce McAvoy

Opening remarks

Safety is our highest priority
• Safe practices save lives, prevent injuries, and protect productivity.
• Academic settings face unique challenges—e.g., new experiments,
and techniques, inexperienced students in teaching labs, personnel
turnover.
• We must all actively engage in maintaining a strong safety culture.
• Cannot eliminate all risk, but must be alert and proactively identify
and mitigate foreseeable hazards.

Opening remarks

Everyone is responsible for their own safety and for promoting a safe
environment
Our Departmental vision for safety includes:
• Reducing risks and adopting best practices
• Openly communicating about safety concerns—if you see
something, say something…
• Collaboration across instructional and research labs, our
departmental and student safety committees, and EHS
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Spill Kits
How to ensure you are prepared to safely and efficiently respond to a spill in the
laboratory

Department of Chemistry
Safety Minutes

sharepoint.uiowa.edu/sites/CLAS/chemistry

A hazard assessment should be completed
prior to each experiment
1. Chemical Hazards ‐ List all chemicals used in experiment and
possible hazards associated with them.
2. Procedural Hazards ‐ List all necessary hazards related to an
experimental procedure and describe how to minimize risk.
3. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) – List all the necessary
protection for safe experiment.
4. Waste Disposal – Explain what to do with the waste generated.
5. Hazard Response – think of how you will respond in the event
of emergency (e.g. spill of hazardous materials)

Ensure you have the necessary supplies to safely
respond to a spill
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Basic spill kit supplies
For used
materials

• Ziplock bags
• Plastic containers or jar
• Bucket (5‐gallon)

PPE

General
requirements

• 2 pairs chemical splash goggles
• 2 pairs chemical‐resistant gloves
•2 pairs plastic, vinyl, or rubber shoe covers
• 2 disposable lab coats, aprons, or coveralls

Absorption
Materials

Inert material
to soak up
spills

• Universal absorbents such as commercial spill
pads and/or loose absorbents

General
requirements

•
•
•
•
•
•

Container

Cleanup
Tools &
Materials

Plastic scoop, dustpan, or shovel
3‐5 thick, heavy duty waste bags
Cardboard box to hold waste bag
Sealing tape & EHS hazardous waste labels
Forceps or tongs for picking up sharps
Detergent or general cleaner for final cleanup

Additional materials may be needed depending on the specific hazards used in the laboratory7

Spill kits are important to ensure everyone’s
safety
Before starting any experiment, always ensure you know:
 Location of spill clean‐up supplies
Are they easily accessible?
 Contents of spill kit
What is the largest potential spill volume?
Note: PIG HazMat Pads are specified to absorb 8OO mL per pad



Are the available materials sufficient?
How to use items included in the spill kit

Spill carts are specifically stocked to respond
to large spills (up to 5 gallons)
CB: 4th floor NE wing, NW wing
3rd floor SE wing
5th floor E hallway
Coveralls
Goggles
Latex booties
Dustpan
Disposable broom

IATL: IATL reception area
Room 105
Acid/base
neutralizers
Hg spill kit
Silver shield
gloves
Absorbent dams
and pads

Remember: Laboratory spill kits ≠ Departmental spill carts

Any use of these materials should be reported to Dr. Stone
(betsy‐stone@uiowa.edu) immediately so the cart be restocked

Department of Chemistry Safety Org Structure

All faculty, staff, postdocs,
and students

Safety Liaisons

Chemical Safety
and Responsibility
Stewards (CSARS)

Dept. Safety
Committee

Safety Liaisons and CSARS
Mandatory
- One person from each group,
nominated by the PI
- Communication to research groups
on safety related matters

-

Voluntary
Anyone can join!
Interested in leadership?
Passionate about safety?
Implements new initiatives
and manages current ones
Professional development
opportunity

Recent Accomplishments
- Safety minutes
- New bulletin board
Ongoing Initiatives
- Student led lab walkthroughs
- Industry visits
- Spill cart maintenance
WE NEED NEW MEMBERS!!!
Follow us on twitter!
@UIowaCsars

Contact us at: grp365-chemistrycsars@iowa.onmicrosoft.com

Departmental Safety Committee







Advice / assistance
Engage in campus‐wide safety efforts
Review safety incidents
Communicate best practices
Coordinate / provide training and learning
opportunities
Pursue initiatives to strengthen and advance our
safety culture

Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s nine traits of a good
safety culture
1. Leaders demonstrate a commitment to safety in their
decisions and behaviors
2. Problem identification and resolution
3. All individuals take personal responsibility for safety
4. The process of planning and controlling work activities is
implemented, so safety is maintained
5. Continuous learning
6. Positive, nonpunitive environment for raising safety concerns
7. Effective safety communication
8. Respectful work environment
9. Questioning attitude

UI Environmental Health and Safety
Haley Sinn
EH&S Director
Rick Byrum
Chemical Hygiene Officer
richard‐byrum@uiowa.edu
Rachelle Justice
Senior Chemical Safety
Specialist
rachelle‐justice@uiowa.edu

https://ehs.research.uiowa.edu

Continuous improvement for your lab environment
Both new students and “seasoned” senior leaders



Take Ownership of Personal and Global Lab Safety
Learn and Improve Upon Current Lab Best Practices
 Discuss near misses and accidents to improve lab safety.




Create Safety SOP’s for Lab Experimental Procedures
Formalize Core Safety Training for All Lab Researchers
(undergrad, grad, postdocs, visitors).

EHS ICON courses required: Lab chem safety, Biohazard waste,
Chem fume hoods, PPE for labs
Additional training for most researchers: Hazardous waste,
Compressed gases, Chem storage, Spill response, Fire extinguishers

Chemical containment and spill response inside
and outside the lab
REQUIRED
Secondary containment
Reduces risk of chemical
exposure if dropped
• Leak proof to prevent spills

Spill containment
must be in place
before handling
any lab chemicals.

Hazard analysis and best practices may prevent
major lab fires and accidents
In UI Chemistry since 2009, only a few mercury and organic or
inorganic solvent spills were reported to EHS. Loss of containment
and flammable spills require quick action to avoid major fires.

OSU ‐ Broken hexane bottles/failed
flammable cabinet

UCSC waste basket
chemical ignition source

UI Chemistry fires – Recent lessons learned

Flash fire when vacuum pump was
turned on – possible issue with the
cabinet’s sound insulation foam
and organic solvent vapors.
Sprinkler contained.

Pyrophoric LiBH4 residue
likely on waste placed in
sharps bucket. Delayed fire
until late in the evening.
Sprinkler contained.

Personal protective equipment (PPE)
Group level PPE requirements

Nitrile gloves
(14 mil thick)
Brief liquid contact
with organic solvents,
acids, and bases.

Kevlar gloves
Glass, blade cut
hand protection,
porous cloth
http://ehs.research.uiowa.edu/ppe-glove-selection-information
https://ehs.berkeley.edu/workplace-safety/glove-selection-guide

Gloves must not
be worn outside
of the lab

Injuries to chemistry personnel over past 6 years

In Chemistry, there are 23 formally reported individual work or
lab related injuries recorded by EHS in the past 6 years.

UI Chem incidents historical and recent
Personal injuries have occurred from exploding waste bottles,
solvent stills, and glass reactors with major hand and body burns.
Hand burns/cuts from flash fires and shock sensitive materials.

For 21 lab related incidents in past 6 years:
Finger (7), hand/arm (7), eye/face (4), inhalation (3)

UI Chemistry most common EHS lab audit issues
1. Waste containers not labeled or incompletely labeled.
2. Stored chemicals/reagents not segregated by hazard class.
3. SDS not available or lab entries lack full manufacturer info.
4. Chemical containers are missing labels or are incomplete.
5. Emergency contact info is missing or not up‐to‐date or the
lab has no emergency communication plan for affected labs.
6. Lab cleanliness and organization – benches/hoods/sinks.
7. Missing, incomplete, or expired spill kit supplies.
8. Missing or incomplete ICON and site specific training.

Safety in the Teaching Labs



Areas for Continuous Improvement
 Glove etiquette
 Hand washing
 Proper dress/hair styles
 Fume hood use
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Safety in the Teaching Labs: Glove Etiquette


Because gloves may be
contaminated with chemicals
during use, students should always
treat gloves as if they are
chemically contaminated and be
cautious not to transfer chemicals
to themselves, others, or personal
devices.
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Safety in the Teaching Labs: Glove Etiquette








Carefully remove gloves to avoid
transferring chemical
contamination to hands.
Properly dispose of gloves in red
biohazard bins, never in garbage
cans.
Wash hands after gloves are
removed as a precaution against
harmful chemicals reaching skin
(i.e. during glove removal or due to
a breach in the glove).
Hands should also be washed
before leaving the laboratory.
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Safety in the Teaching Labs: Proper dress and
hair styles





Clothing should cover skin completely
from upper arms to toes in order to
provide a barrier between the skin
and harmful chemicals.
Students should have proper dress in
place prior to entering the laboratory.
Long hair should be tied up so that it
does not hang in the face (where it could
obscure visibility) or into the workspace
(where it could be contaminated with
chemicals or catch fire).
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Safety in the Teaching Labs: Fume Hood Use


Most common safety issue: Heads in the
hood after chemical use has begun.
 Remind students each lab to avoid
leaning into fume hood when volatile
chemicals are in use.
 If leaning into the hood is required to
place equipment, students sharing a
fume hood should coordinate activities
to avoid exposure to hazardous
chemicals
 If hoses or cords must be inserted through the face of the hood,

run them underneath the sash so that it can close
completely. This provides the best protection of the individual
against inhalation of hazardous vapors.
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Safety in the Building


If you don’t recognize someone in laboratory areas, ask them
who they are and what they are looking for
 Escort them back to the main parts of the building and/or
to an office that can help them
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Safety Excellence Recognition Program
In developing a positive safety culture, the University of Iowa’s Laboratory
Safety Committee, in partnership with Environmental Health and Safety
and the Office of the Vice President for Research is developing a program
to reward and recognize excellence in laboratory safety
Research Lab Awards for exceptional
performance, ongoing commitment to
safe practices (assessed in audits and
safety rounds); proactive engagement
in safety culture; innovations; awarded
annually

Innovation in Lab Safety
Celebrates exceptional and ground‐
breaking innovations that advance
safety in academic research
laboratories, sponsored by OVPR
(deadline Feb. 4, 2020)

On‐the‐Spot / Individual Awards for
commitment to laboratory safety and
safety culture; rolling nominations
submitted online:

Excellence in Teaching Laboratory
Safety
Celebrates excellent instruction of
laboratory safety; for graduate
teaching assistants; awarded each
semester.

https://ehs.research.uiowa.edu/lab‐
audit/rewards‐and‐recognition‐program

Excellence in
Teaching Laboratory
Safety
Celebrating outstanding instruction of
laboratory safety in undergraduate
laboratory courses

Upcoming Training Opportunities

Joint Safety Meeting of the Department of Chemistry
and Environmental Health and Safety
January 30, 5:00‐6:00pm in W323 CB
Agenda:
1. EHS Audit Changes for 2020
2. CSARS Safety Initiatives for 2020
3. Discussion of strategies to improve our safety culture
Who should attend:
Departmental Safety Committee
Safety Liaisons (or alternate in case of unavailability)
CSARS
All other interested faculty, staff, and graduate students

Upcoming Training Opportunities

Fire Extinguisher Training (rescheduled)
Date, time, and location TBA by departmental e‐mail
Agenda:
1. Instructions on use of fire extinguishers on campus
2. Hands‐on training putting out a live fire
Who should attend:
Instructors, staff, and TAs in undergraduate labs
Researchers and staff working in laboratories
Everyone who would like to practice putting out a fire

Recommended Readings on Safety Culture
Reports
Incident reports: Chemical and Engineering News (C&E News)
National Academy of Sciences Safe Science: Promoting a Culture of Safety in
Academic Chemical Research
American Chemical Society Creating Safety Cultures in Academic Institutions 2012
Articles
Alaimo, et al. “Safety Teams: An Approach to Engage Students in Laboratory
Safety” JCE, 2010, 87, 856‐861
Mc Garry, et al. “Student Involvement in Improving the Culture of Safety in
Academic Laboratories” JCE, 2013, 90, 1414−1417. Joint Safety Team
website: www.jst.umn.edu
Staehle, et al. “An Approach to Enhance the Safety Culture of an Academic
Research Laboratory by Addressing Behavorial Factors.” JCE, 2015, 93, 217‐
222
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